
Comments on Planning Applications,  September 2016 

APP/16/00630 – 8 Victoria Mount

Proposal : Single storey side extension

Oxton Society comments : Objected. Two elements of the design of the extension –
the hipped roof and the uneven ground floor window spacing – are unsympathetic to
the  original  character  of  the  parent  dwelling.  (Note:  application  subsequently
approved).

ADV/16/00869 - The Barns, 5 Village Road

Proposal:  Retrospective  application  for  a  circular  illuminated  sign  on  the  front
elevation

Oxton Society comments: Objected. The illuminated sign on the front façade of the
business premises is an intrusive and inappropriate feature in this mainly residential
part of Village Road, and conflicts with Council  policy on advertising signs in the
conservation area.

APP/16/00961 – Former Brimark Premises, 2A Rose Mou nt

Proposal : Change of use including basement micro-brewery and bar/restaurant use
on ground and first floor.

Oxton Society comments: Commented on the design aspects and the key issue of
residential amenity in the village centre.

Note:  Members  of  the  Planning  Group  met  with  the  applicant  in  advance  of
commenting.  Because of  the significance of  the proposal and the level  of  public
interest  the  Society’s  response was  agreed  at  a  special  meeting of  the Officers
Group. A key issue for consideration was the extent to which the Society should, in
the light  of  its  “purposes”  as set  out  in  the Constitution,  take into  account  in  its
comments the potential impact of a proposal on the amenity of specific neighbours.
We concluded that our focus should be on a wider view of residential amenity within
the village centre, which could be considered to form part of “the character of the
Conservation Area”.  There  is  an  extensive  body of  Council  policy  guidance  and
criteria to guide decisions where there is a balance to be struck between promoting
business development (especially for food and drink-related uses) and safeguarding
residential amenity. The application of these policies requires considerable technical
information  (e.g.  the  environmental  noise  assessment  submitted  with  this
application). 

This is the full text of our response: 

“We have had the opportunity to discuss this mixed use proposal with the applicant
and his architect. In considering an application of this sort the Society’s interests are
focused on how it impacts on the character of the Conservation Area. In this case



there are two broad aspects: firstly, the design of the external building alterations
and, secondly, the appropriateness of the balance of uses proposed in the village
centre.

Regarding the design of the proposed building alterations, which are quite limited,
the  Society  considers  that  the  overall  effect  would  be  to  improve  the  present
frontage to Rose Mount by replacing the steel roller shutter and modern timber bay
window with a glazed entrance and frontage. However, the Society believes that the
design could  be improved by  incorporating an arched “soldier”  brickwork course
above the glazed entrance and retained timber door, picking up this original feature
in the design of the first and second floor window openings.

A more significant consideration is whether the uses proposed – a micro brewery in
the  basement  and  bar/restaurant  uses  on  the  first  and  second  floors  –  are
appropriate. Whilst the Society generally welcomes any proposal which enhances
the vitality of the village centre, this is conditional on retaining the character of the
Conservation Area, including residential amenity.

An important part of the character of the village centre is that it supports a mix of
residential  and  business  (retail,  commercial,  food  and  drink)  uses,  and  this  is
reflected in the variety of its buildings. The Conservation Area Appraisal comments
on this in describing the character of Zone A – The Village Retail Centre. In recent
years changes have occurred in the balance of uses, especially the growth in food
and drink – related uses (Classes A3, A4 and A5). The Society accepts that these
types of use can make a positive contribution, including bringing vacant buildings
back into use. However, if their cumulative impact on residential amenity were to
prejudice  the  continued  role  of  the  village  centre  as  a  place  to  live,  that  would
represent an undesirable change of character which the Society would oppose.

The Society is well aware of the level of concern this application has aroused from
residents generally, and especially from near neighbours. The key issues are the
potential for noise – internally and externally generated – and smells arising from the
restaurant and micro-brewery uses. The immediately adjacent former light industrial
building was recently converted to high quality apartments, a development which the
Society  welcomed  as  a  substantial  investment  demonstrating  confidence  in  the
future residential function of the village centre. 

The Council’s UDP policies HS15 and SH4, and the guidance in SPD 3, set out clear
criteria for assessing the impact of  non-residential  development,  particularly  food
and drink-related uses, on residential amenity. The criterion in SPD 3 (para 3.3),
which refers to a 40 metre distance between proposed Class A3, A4 and A5 uses
and  residential  buildings,  is  clearly  very  relevant  to  this  proposal.  However,  the
applicants  have  submitted  a  technical  environmental  noise  assessment  which
appears  to  conclude  that  there  will  be  no  significant  adverse  effects  on  the
apartments or adjacent residential properties to the side and rear. The Society is not
competent to judge the merits of this assessment.

The  application  documents  do  not  include  any  similar  technical  assessment  of
potential smells and their management.



The Society is not, therefore, in a position to judge whether this proposal would,
individually or cumulatively with other similar existing uses, cause significant harm to
residential  amenity.  We  therefore  ask  the  Council  to  very  carefully  assess  this
application in the light of the policy criteria referred to above”. 

The application has subsequently been refused  on the following grounds:

“The proposed use and opening hours are considered to be inappropriate given the
proximity to adjoining residential properties and would have an adverse impact on
residential amenity having regard to Wirral's UDP Policy HS15 and SPD3”.


